
CS261N: Internet/Network Security 
 

Surveillance 



Who am I? 

●  Computer Science PhD Candidate at UC Berkeley 
 

●  Co-Founder of Bahrain Watch 
 

●  Senior Researcher at Citizen Lab 

 





Value Description 

0 Not targeted, e.g. spam or financially motivated 

1 Targeted but not customized ... obviously false 

2 Targeted and poorly customized. Content is 
generally relevant ... May look questionable 

3 Targeted and customized. May use a real 
person/organization ... Content is specifically relevant 
to the target and looks legitimate 

4 Targeted and well-customized. Uses a real 
person/organization and content to convince the target 
the message is legitimate. Probably directly addressing 
the recipient ... May be sent from a hacked account. 

5 Targeted and highly customized using sensitive 
data, likely using inside/sensitive information that is 
directly relevant to the target. 
 



Value Description 

1 The sample contains no code protection such as 
packing, obfuscation, or anti-reversing tricks 

1.25 The sample contains a simple method of protection, 
such as code protection using reversible publicly 
available tools, self-disabling in the presence of AV 

1.5 The sample contains multiple minor code protection 
techniques (anti-reversing, packing, VM / reversing tools 
detection) that require some low-level knowledge. 

1.75 The sample contains at least one advanced protection 
method such as rootkit functionality or a custom 
virtualized packer 

2 The sample contains multiple advanced protection 
Techniques, and is clearly designed by a professional 
software engineering team 
 













“It is a secret investigation 
involving private methods of 
our department that cannot 
be disclosed” 

Col. Fawaz Alsumaim 
Cyber Crime Unit 



Mohammed Salah 
 
Acting Chief Prosecutor, 
Capital Region  

Order to uncover the 
user of an IP address of 
@alkawarahnews 

Batelco 
(residential ISP) 





After receiving permission from the Public Prosecutor to gain 
information about the user of the protocol number, we found 
that the user is registered under the name of Faisal Ali 
Ibrahim Mohammed Al Shufa. Through the investigations 
that we conducted it is clear that the person running the 
account is the named person’s son Ali Faisal Ali Ibrahim Al 
Shufa. The individual is spreading tweets insulting His 
Majesty the King, such as “Al Kawarah/ Burning images of 
the dictator Hamad…” and “the mercenaries of the fallen 
Hamad are violently suppressing now…” 



Greetings, I am a translator of the revolution.  Do you need 
translation of this? 

(Arrested activist) 



Greetings, I am a translator of the revolution.  Do you need 
translation of this? 

(Arrested activist) 



Greetings, I am a translator of the revolution.  Do you need 
translation of this? 

(Arrested activist) 

 
goo.gl analytics: 
Clicks: 1 
Referrer: www.facebook.com 
Country: BH 
 



Created: 2012-12-08T19:05:36+00:00 

Click  : 2012-12-09T19:57:18+03:00 

Diff   :            21h51m42s 









Disable this option on your iPhone 









The "Million Dollar Dissident" 

Ahmed Mansoor: 
 
●  Signed UAE pro-democracy 

petition in 2011 
 

●  UAE human rights activist 

New secrets about torture 
of Emiratis in state prisons 



The "Million Dollar Dissident" 



The "Million Dollar Dissident" 
CVE-2016-4657 Visiting a 
maliciously crafted website 
may lead to arbitrary code 
execution 
 
CVE-2016-4655 An 
application may be able to 
disclose kernel memory 
 
CVE-2016-4656 An 
application may be able to 
execute arbitrary code with 
kernel privileges 



Scoring 

1 The sample contains no code protection such as 
packing, obfuscation, or anti-reversing tricks 

2 Targeted and poorly customized. Content is 
generally relevant ... May look questionable 



Device Surveillance 

●  Commercialization: The same products are used by 
governments across the world 



Boom! 





SpyCall: Illustrated 

*43# 
(call waiting) 



SpyCall: Illustrated 

Cancel vibration 
Cancel ringer 
Stop backlight 
Modify call logs 

Special 
number! 



SpyCall: Illustrated 
Legit call! 



SpyCall: Illustrated 

Hold RING 
RING 
 

BZZZZZZZZZ 
 
 

FLASH 
FLASH 



The NSA's QUANTUM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Traffic COPIED 
Yes? 

INJECT 
0day 

NSA 
Do we want to pwn this user? 

Legit Response 




